Let G be an exponential Lie group with Lie algebra g. Given a connected subgroup H and its unitary character x, we have a representation induced from x; indg x. The purpose of this paper is to study a kind of reciprocity for indg x through the orbit method.
To be more precise, let h c g be the Lie algebra of H, and Iz be a linear form on g defining x by X(exp x) = efl W) for XE Ij. Note that h is subordinate to I, that is, A( [h, b]) = (0). In the sequel, we write x1 for x. Consider the decomposition; ind$ xn = J$ m(n)n &(n), where G is the unitary dual of G, p is a Bore1 measure on G, and m(n) denotes the multiplicity of n E G (which is determined almost everywhere for p).
For an irreducible unitary representation n of G, the semi-invariant generalized vectors are defined as follows. Denote by & a representation space of x, by X," the space of C" vectors with usual topology, and by Xirn, the space of generalized vectors i.e., the antidual of &',", respectively. Extending A to S';" by duality, we define (X, co)KX&& = (a E 39'; O" ; n(h)a = xl(h) d$:Jh)a for all h E H>, where d,, A, are modular functions on G, H, respectively, and A H,G = AH/A,. An element of (Z; ) m H*xnA& is called a semi-invariant generalized vector with respect to (H, xn) . 121 Let g* denote the dual vector space of g, and h' = {IE g*; I(h)= (0)). We denote by Q(lr) the coadjoint orbit of G on g* corresponding to 7~. We are concerned with finding a relation among the multiplicity of rr, the dimension of (%'; m)H*X~d~~~, and the space (h' +l)nQ(n).
Our primary question is as follows. Is the dimension of (&';OO)"*Xldg~ equal to m(n)? It has been known from Penney's theorem [3] that the inequality dim(X; ) O" H,XIA?~ am(a) holds in general. In this paper, we shall investigate the case when g is a normal j-algebra (for definition, see Section 1). It is known that g* has open orbits, and the union of open orbits is Zariski open in g*.
Let 7t be an irreducible representation corresponding to an open orbit Q(a). We first prove that if (h' + A) n Q(n) = 0, then (%';")H,X"Axy~= (0) (Theorem 3.1).
Next, suppose that in h' + I, there exists a point I which belongs to an open orbit. In this case, h is subordinate to 1. Furthermore, we suppose that h is maximal subordinate to I, that is, h has maximal dimension among subspaces subordinate to 1. (h is called a real polarization at 1.) Then all the irreducible unitary representations which appear in the decomposition of indg X~ correspond to open orbits. Realizing these representations in L*(iW'), where d = fdim g, we actually determine the form of the semiinvariant generalized vectors, and describe the dimension of (2; aa)H,XIAi:~ in terms of the properties of (h' + A) n Q(n). Applying Vergne's theorem which relates multiplicity with (h'+,l)nB(x) [6] , we can obtain the relation (Theorem 4.14) dim(&?;03)H*XXA~~ = the number of connected components of (h' + A) n O(n) = the multiplicity of K.
(Here, each connected component of (h' + A) n Q(n) is a single H-orbit.) Notations. Let M be a topological space, and let S c M. We denote the closure of S by cl(S).
Next, let cp be a @-valued function on M. Then the function rp is the complex conjugate of rp.
If Y denotes a vector space, Y* denotes its dual vector space. Let Y be a subspace of Y. Then Y'= {f~Y'-*;fl~=O}, wheref), is the restriction of S to 9.
Let G be a Lie group (over [w) with Lie algebra g. For adjoint action of G on g, we use the notation g . X (g E G, XE g), and for coadjoint action of G on g*, we use g.f(goG,feg*). 1 . NORMAL~ALGEBRAS DEFINITION 1.1. A triple (g, j, fO) is a normal j-algebra if (a) g is a real completely solvable Lie algebra, (b) j: g + g is a complex structure, (c) g-= {Y+ fljY; YE g} is a Lie subalgebra of gc, (d) fO~ g* has the properties (1) fJ [Y,jY] )>O for all YEg-{0}, (2) fo(Cg-3 g-1) = {Oh A normal j-algebra has the following structure. (a) a is an abelian subalgebra of g, g = a + n, and the adjoint representation of a on n is real diagonalizable. Thus, we have a decomposition of n into root spaces, n= c g", sea
where g"= {XE~; [A, X] = a(A)Xf or all A E a}, and only finitely many g"'s can be non-zero.
(b) Let (9"" }, 1 < k < r be those root spaces for which j(g"") c a. Then dim gak = 1 and r = dim a (r is called the rank of g), and we can order a,, . . . . a, in an appropriate way so that all the other roots are of the form 
(e) Let U, be a non-zero element of gak such that CjU,, Uk] = Uk; then
OPEN COADJOINT ORBITS OF NORMAL j-ALGEBRAS
Let (g, j, fo) be a normal j-algebra of rank r, and G be the connected and simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g.
Denote by Go the connected subgroup whose Lie algebra is go. Since g1 is an ideal of g, Go acts on g: by coadjoint action. Then the union of all open Go-orbits is dense in g:. More precisely. PROBGSITION 2.1 [ 51. According to the notations of Theorem 1.2, g, = C1di<rRUi+C1<kcm<rg (am + ak)'2. Define for each i ( 1~ i < r), UF E g:, by U,?( U,) = 8+, U: Ig~=,,,+Zk~~~ = 0. Then fE= C EiUi*7 &Ez= ((El, . . . . E,); Ei= +I > ICicr is a system of representatives of open orbits of Go in g:. And there are semiinvariant polynomials Pi, 1~ if r, of degree 2'-i, such that Go-f,= {aEgf;signof P,(a)=signofP,(f,), l<i<r}.
Here, a polynomial P on g: is semi-invariant if there is a real character x of Go such that g . P = x(g)P f or all gcGo where (g.P)(<)=P(g-'-{) for gEGo, (es:.
By the direct sum decomposition g = go 8 g1,2 @ gl, we have the decomposition g* = go*@Lt:,28g:. Now, we have the set of alf open coadjoint orbits in g*. PROPOSITION Let Y c g* be an alhne space. If there is an E E Z such that G .f, n r # 0, then U,,, G.f,nv is open dense in *Y, because Pilv#O, l<i<r.
We will construct an irreducible representation corresponding to an open orbit.
Remark 2. 4 . Since g is a completely solvable Lie algebra, we have a flag of ideals (gi)o<i<n (n = dim g). (that is, gi is an ideal of g, dim gi = i, and gi c gi+ i for all i.) Thus we can construct a real polarization in the way due to M. Vergne A little more generally, let G = exp g be an exponential group, n c g be a subalgebra, N= exp n, and x be a unitary character of N. Suppose there exists a supplementary base {X,, . . . . X,} to n which satisfies the following condition :
Let gi = RXi+ , + . . . +RX,+n, O<i<d-1, gd=n. Then gk is an ideal in gk-r for 1 <k<d. Then we can define a realization of indG, x in L2(Wd) by means of the diffeomorphism Rd3 (x,, . ..) xd) -+ Wxp .GG *..expx,X,)EG/N, where 8: G + G/N is the natural homomorphism.
In the above way, we realize an irreducible representation corresponding to an open orbit Sz, as indgx,, where Xl(exp X)=efl'(X), XE b. In Sections 3 and 4 we always denote by g a normal j-algebra of rank r. Let AEg*, and let $ be a subalgebra subordinate to 1. Let x1 be the unitary character on H= exp lj defined by XJexp X) = en"@') for XE h. Then we shall define for rz E G the space of semi-invariant generalized vectors with respect to (H, xn).
where a is realized in a Hilbert space XZ. Our aim is to compute the dimension of (X;ao)H*Xldg?~. Now, we deal with an irreducible representation rr corresponding to an open orbit Q. 7~ is realized in the way mentioned in Section 2, that is, we put I E a and a real polarization b constructed as in Remark 2.4 , and realize x = indg 1, in XX = L2( OF') where d = codim b.
Then C;( Wd) c &'," c P( Rd), and we can think of a E M; * as a (complex conjugate of) distribution. THEOREM 3.1. Let Iz E g*, and let E, be a subalgebra subordinate to 1. If an open orbit Q satisfis (I)* +A) ni2 = 0, then (.~9';~)"*~*~ %z= {0}, where n is the irreducible representation corresponding to 52. Now, let 1~ Q and realize n = indg x, as above. Then a E (X'; m)H,xiAi?c must satisfy the following condition for XE h n g1 and cp E 2," : Then $ is subordinate to 1. Furthermore , assume that h is maximal subordinate to 1. Since 1 belongs to an open orbit, the radical g(l) is trivial. Hence our assumption is equivalent to dim h = f dim g.
First, let us make some preliminary observations concerning indg x1. We obtain its decomposition by the following theorem due to M. Vergne. THEDREM 4.1 [6] . Let G be an exponential Lie group with Lie algebra g. Let f~ g*, and let @ be a subalgebra maximal subordinate to f:
We denote by U(f, Q), the set of orbits whose intersection with $' + f is a non-empty open set in I)' + J And for IR E U(f, IJ), we denote the number of connected components of (l$' + f) n 52 by c(Q f, 6). Let n(Q) be the irreducible representation corresponding to 52. Then each connected component of (5' + f) n 52 is an H-orbit, and
(1) U( f, lj) is a finite set, (2) c(Q, f; I)) is a finite number for 52 E U(f; lo),
Let us return to our G, g, h, 1, and IE (h' + A) n 8. Since Now, we realize r = ind$ xi. in x, the suitable function space on G. Let 8: X," + C be defined by (6, q!) = d(e) for I$ E X,". Then SE 2;" and
where m(n(Q)) is the multiplicity of II@). It is easily seen that dim(X;,,) m H~Xid~.~ 2 m(x(Q)). (For details, see [3] .) We will study a space of semi-invariant generalized vectors on the following assumption for the rest of this section. Let us define a semi-invariant distribution. A distribution a is semiinvariant if (xl(h) 
for all q5~ Cp(Wd), he H.
Then the dimension of the space of semi-invariant distributions coincides with the number of connected components of (lo' + A) n 62 (Here, each connected component of (I)' + A) n Q is a single H-orbit.)
ProoJ First of all, we prepare several lemmas concerning the structure of normal j-algebras. From Theorem 1.2 
In particular, go(m) is a subalgebra for 1 <m < r. n, (O<m < r) and
Proof. It is easily seen directly from Theorem 1. 
Therefore, @,,, is bijective. Next, we prove that pm is an isomorphism. Since dim g'(m) = dim g'(m)*, it is sufficient to prove injectivity. Let XE g'(m) and suppose
Grn is an isomorphism, so, comparing the dimensions, we have X= 0.
We can prove similarly the third claim about Q,. 1 Proof. We identify the tangent vector space at each point of Go(m) with g'(m), and identify that of g'(m)* with g'(m)*. Then the differential of Y at ge Go(m), d!P*: g"(m) + gl(m)*, is defined by
Here we apply Lemma 4.5 to g .f~52. It follows that d!Pg is nonsingular. 1
Now, let h, A, Sz, 1 be given as in Proposition 4.3. We denote by ho, the projection of h to go adapted to the direct sum decom-. . posltlon 9=900g1,2@gl, by h'(m), the projection of (hnn,) to go(m) adapted to the direct sum decomposition n, = go(m) 0 n*-' , by h'(m), the projection of ljnCi,m g'(i) to g'(m) adapted to the direct sum decomposition ~i,,gl (i) In the following steps, we inductively take an appropriate base to realize indg x,, adapted to the series of ideals, n, 2 n,-,13 ... 3 n, 3 no.
Step 0. Let a be a semi-invariant distribution. By means of the diffeomorphism Rd-' --f exp n,-1/B defined by (t 2, --., ld) + e(exp bX2 . ..exp tdxd), n,-1 = indegXPnr-l x, can be realized in L*( Rd-'). Then for $ E Cp( Wd-I), a,-, satisfies for all XEt)nn,-,. 
Case 2. h'(r)# (0). Let L(O)e&(r)-

-exp RX,). That is, for CpQtk
As in Case 1, we realize K,-I in L2(Rd-I). Then for XE h n n,-, , (2) holds for every cp E C:(R), the above function is constantly zero. Particularly, when t, = 0, we obtain the condition of a,-r as
Step k: Hypothesis. A semi-invariant distribution is a linear combination of the following distributions :
Take points g(i), subalgebras xc g"(r -i), and subspaces gc ttpi for 0 < i < k on the following conditions; Here ak+ r is a distribution which satisfies the following condition. Under the realization of 72,-k-, = indegxp"-k-l x, on L2(Wdk+1) using the base GL ---3 xfk,,L = (a k+l, ~,-k-I(exp-(g(r)..'g(r-k))-"X)cp)
for ah KEhr'lnr-k-I, qEC,"(exp RKr+"exp WK,,,,).
We now prove the Step k + 1.
Step k+ 1. Put g=g(r)...g(r-k).
In this case, 2-l.
b"(r-k-l)cCm>r-k--l 9 (am--lrr-k-1)'2, and note that d-' . $'(r -k-1) is an ideal in gO(r-k-l).
Put .&+,=g-'.d(r-k-l); then -X,+, is a subalgebra, and from the direct sum decomposition g"(r -k-1) =
follows. Put n'=g-" hO(r-k-l)+n,-k-*; then nr-k-1~n'~n,-k-2 is a series of ideals in To determine ak + , , we study the above condition in more detail.
LEMMA 4.9. S = So x (exp RX, . ' . exp Rx,) , where so = {x E exp xk + 1;
Proof. We first show that for all g E S and p E exp n',
Note that expn,-,-, =expXk+, *exp g-l .~'(r-k-l).expn,_,_,. Adapted to this decomposition, we have
Recall that for ZOE~,g,-kPI g'(m) and xEexpn,-kP2, x.Z,=Z,. Since C ,,,>r-k--l g'(m) is an ideal in 9, for Zohn~,.,-k-I g'(m), We have ProojI First, we define the C" mapping
Let f~(g-'.h'(r-k-l))* be defined by the following. For 
Therefore g E So.
Conversely,letg~So.ForX~hl(r-k-l), take YE&,2,-kg1(m)such that Z=X+ YEbnx,.,-,-, 9 l(m). From the assumption (gg. I-A)(Z) = 0. That is,
Note that 2-l. YEC~>~-~ g'(m), and gEG'(r-k-1). Then
Thus F(g)=f: 1
is nonsingular.
Proof. Define the C" mapping
by ~(g)=(g.I)I,-I.,,,,_,_,,.
We denote by dp;, the differential of F at x. From Lemma 4.6, rankdFx=dimg-'.h'(r-k-1).
For gEG'(r-k-l), suppose gg.I--1E(bn&.,-,-, g'(m))'. As in Lemma 4.6, we identify a tangent space of G"(r -k -1) with gO(r -k -1). Then the singular subspace of dFg coincides with g-' .Ij'(r -k -1). To prove this, recall that under the identification gl(r-k-1) with
= dim (the singular subspace of dpg).
Hence it is sufficient to prove the inclusion. For 2-l . V ( VE Q"(r -k -1 )),
That is, dF8(g-'V) =O. This shows the inclusion of g-' .I)"(r-k-1) in the singular subspace. And the coincidence of the two spaces follows.
From the above observation, we have the following assertion.
ASSERTION A. Take Y~g'(r-k-1) such that Y#g-I-$'(r-kl), and take gEG'(r-k-1)
We now return to d_F, where ge F-'(f) again. We identify the tangent space of exp Xk + I at g with &+ r. Then dFg is defined by dF,( Y) = g.0c.Y Yl)lg-h+(r-k--l)r YExc+1. From Assertion A, dF,( Y) # 0 for all Here, we calculate the partial derivative of PX( g, p). Put p = p. p' adapted to the decomposition expn,-,-,=expg"(r-k-l)Oexpn,-,-,: Next, we show the existence of a non-zero distribution which has the required semi-invariance and is of the form 4gN3a~+l~ gESo9 Suppose supp ak + 1 n ({go} x exp RX, . . . exp IRX,) # @ and ak + i has the required semi-invariance, i.e.,
for Xebnn,-,-,. Since 4 is invariant under the action of exp(h n nrpkp ,), the distribution 4. ak+, also has the semi-invariance. In fact,
Note that supp d .ak + 1 c {go} x exp RX, . . . exp WX,; thus we obtain a semi-invariant distribution of the form S( go) @ a; + 1. We now put ak+i=8(g)@ab+i, where goSo. Put 9k+l=g-1g--l. 
Then n,_,_,=~~+,O~~+,On,_,_,.
And put n'=&+I+nr-k-2; then n' is an ideal in n,-k _ 1. Thus we realize nrek-1 = ind~P*~-k-l xl using appropriate base {L,, . . 
As in Case 1, we can prove that S is discrete, and that semi-invariant distributions are linear combinations of 6(g) 8 ak + 2, g E S, where ak+ 2 satisfies the same conditions as those of Case 1. This finishes Case 2 of Step k+ 1. From Step 0 to
Step Y -1, we prove that a semi-invariant distribution is a linear combination of the following ones. Taking appropriate supplementary base to n, in g, adding {Xi; 1 < i < u = +dim g,,,}, we realize n. On C,"(r)@ ... @C~(l)@C~(exp RX1 . ..exp RX,), a=aO@ . . . @a'-'@& Here, under the realization of ti = ind","P"o x1 in L2( R") using {X,; 1 < i < u}, the semi-invariance is where go=g(r). ..g(l) ,
Step r. Let 8, X be subspaces such that go ' . (h n LEMMA 4.11. In no, (g, yl.I) '.([~,t) ]ng,), and g1 is central in no, the condition g,.I--IG(t)Ag implies that (go' . h n no) + g, is subordinate to 1. In n,, the radical of II,, is gi, because 1 belongs to an open orbit in g*. Here we calculate the dimension =dim(g~l~hnn,)+dimg,-dim(g~l~hng,) =dimg;l~(hnn,)+dimg,-dimg;l~(hng,) = dim(h n no) + dim g1 -dim(h n g,) =dim(hnn,)+dimh,=dimh=$dimg=~ (dimn,+dimg,) This gives the maximality. 1
Now we determine a'. Recall x = exp x, K, . . . exp x,K,,, E S if and only if
Then s=dim(g,'.hnn,)-dimy-dim(g; '.ljng,) .
We note that dim((g;'.hnn,)+g,)= dim(g;l . h n n,) + dim gi -dim(g;' . lj n gi) (=f(dim n, + dim 9,)). Hence 
11 follows that for 1 <j< m there exists XE IJ n go. b such that
As in previous arguments, we have a' = 6(x,) (up to a numerical factor).
Here we summarize the above results. As x(m)...x(l)$=p-'hpg(m). ..g(l) gb, p-'hp E exp X .exp n,,-, . Furthermore, since (d(m) + n, _ i) n h = n, _, n h, we have p -'hp E exp n, _ i , which implies h E exp n, _, .
Repeating these arguments until m = 1, we conclude h E exp no, 2 = ( go l hg, ) gb.
Then from the decomposition no = 9 0 X @ b, i', g E exp(X + b). Thus g;'hgo E exp(X + b). And note that go' . h n n, = 5?@ (g, l .h n b); then g; 'hg, E exp b = B. This implies that 2 E Bgb = gB. Since exp RK, . . exp [WK, and exp(X + b)/B are isomorphic, we have g = J?. This proves that g(i) = x(i), 1 < i 6 r, and g = f.
To prove surjectivity, we must put g . ZE Sz n (h' + 1) and show that there exists h E H such that hg = g(r) . . . g( 1) $b, b E B, (g(r), . . . . g( 1 ), g) E Q. But by the construction, it is easily proved. So we omit the details. 1
Now we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between a base of the space of semi-invariant distributions and the set of connected components of (h' + 2) n L2. This finishes the proof of Proposition 4.3. 1 We are now in a position to determine the semi-invariant generalized vectors. Recall that the space of generalized vectors is included in the space of distributions. It follows from this inclusion and Proposition 4.3 that the dimension of (Z; ) oo H,&!f~ is smaller than or equal to the number of connected components of (h' + 1) n Q.
Next recall other relations mentioned at the beginning of Section 4; the dimension of (Xi ) oo H*XIA%~ is larger than or equal to the multiplicity of rc, and the multiplicity of rr is equal to the number of connected components of (h' + 1) n 52. Finally, we obtain the following result. THEOREM 4.14. Let (g, j, fo) be a normal j-algebra, and G = exp g. Let A E g*, and I) be a subalgebra subordinate to A. Suppose 
